Potlatch Natural Rustic Siding

Wrap it...in Rustic

Potlatch Rustic Siding has an unrepurposed face providing a more natural appearance than the expensive, "fabricated" plugged and patched alternatives.

Potlatch Natural Rustic Siding is an economical siding option for those wanting rugged dependability at a manageable cost. Made from rot and insect resistant Douglas fir and bonded with environmentally safe Phenol resins, each panel is engineered to maintain a striking, natural appearance, even in the most unforgiving climates. Perfect for exteriors of sheds, outbuildings and country homes, its natural appearance can also bear a rustic atmosphere inside a home.

Panel Specifications:
- Rough sawn appearance available with 4" or 8" OC groove pattern
- Precision Core solid crossband under face
- Exempt from California Air Resources Board (CARB) restrictions for formaldehyde
- Meet European EN 636 and EN 717-1 standards

Panels Available:

**Thickness**
- 11/32"
- 15/32" [Square Edge or Ship Lap available]
- 19/32" [Square Edge or Ship Lap available]

Other thicknesses available upon request.